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106 RIVALS AND OBJECTIONS

contingent identity as ifit were a special, contingent kind of identity that
held between, for instance, pain and C fibres 6ring, and curare and the
most insidious poison. But, ofCOllISC, in each case there is just one thing
and it is necessarily self-identical.

Some have objected to the anti-essentialist nature of the mind-brain
identity theory. .They have insisted that mental states are the kind of
mental states that they are essentially. Pain could not have been anything
other than pain; belief that snow is white could not have been anything
oilier than belief iliat snow is white. However, provided that we hold
to the position that mental states play distinctive causal roles, causal roles
that figure centrally in determining the kind of mental state that they are,
essentialism about mental states is hard to sustain. What a state does is
not an essential property of it. Physicalists sympathetic to functionalism
have a choice to make here. In ilie terms we introduced above, only if
they hold iliat mental stares are realizer statCS, not role states, can they
give them their intuitively plausible causal roles; but then mental stares
are not the mental states they are essentially.

ANNOTATED READING

The classic article-length presentation of the identity theoty is J. J. C. Snurr,
'Sensations and Brain Processes'. The classic book-length presentation is D. M.
Armstrong, A MaterUdist Themyofthe Mirut. Although both t:hcsc works are dim:ted
to li:llow proli:ssionals, they are written in a very direct and clear way that makes
them highly accessible. A paper which is very clear abour the irrclevance ofOccam's
Razor and is explicitly a delCnce of the type-rype version of the theoty is David
Lewis, 'An Argument fur the Identity Theory'. The advantages of the type-type
version over the tokcn-tokcn version arc speIr out in a little detail in Frank Jackson,
Robert Pargettcr and Elizabeth Prior, 'Functionalism and Type-Type Identity
Theories". More dementaty presentations of the identity theory can be found in
most philosnphy of mind texts, though typically, as we have said, the theory is
presented before functionalism, and especially in American t~ as a view super
seded by functionalism. Recent discussions of whether essentialist considerations
make trouble fur the identity theory date from lecture 3 in Saul Kripkc, N"",ing
and Net:essity.
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FOUR CHALLENGES TO
FUNCTIONALISM

If functionalism is true, anything that is functionally like us in the
relevant respects is psychologically like us. This chapter is concerned,
first with three well-known examples of things that are, in one way or
anod,er and to one extent or another, functionally Jike us and yet which
intuitiv~lyare very unlike us psychologically. We will consider in turn the
challenge posed to functionalism by the China Brain, the Chinese room,
and BlocIthead. In each example we consider (a) whether the example
reallv is on reflection of a creature that is very unlike us psychologically,
and "(b>, to the exten; that it is, we ask whether the example shows that
functionalism is f.lJse, or docs it instead teach us something important
about whidJ functional roles are crucial? We will suggest that to the extent
that the examples are indeed of entities that are psychologically unlike
us, they are examples of entities that do not have the right functional
similarities to us, and so tell us not that functionalism is fuIse but rather
abont the functional roles that functionalists need to include in their story
about psychological nature. We will need to advert at various points to
the f.lct that functionalism comes in many lIavours in our discussion of
the three examples. Forrunately, however, the examples raise many rather
general issues about functionalism, and this means that we will often be
able to think in terms of a fuirly undiflerentiated version that captures
general features common to most versions.

In the final section we will discuss a genetal objection to any kind
of functionalism or indeed physicalism from the alleged possibility of

"zombies'.

The China Brain

The China Brain is a putative counter-example to functionalism due origin
ally to Ned Block. Here is a slightly updated version of the example. lntagine
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that artificial intelligence has advanced to the point where a program can
be written which will allow an android with a 'brain' consisting ofa com
puter running the program to behave aetually and counterfuetually much
as a nonnal human does. It does not matter ror the example how this pro.
gramming is done; to avoid confusion about the nature of the program
(which :,e. will discuss ~ a later example), let us suppose that the pro
gram mmncs the operanon ofa human brain at a neuron by neuron level.
Neurons~ essentially 'input-output' devices made from organic matter,
the overall mput-output characteristics of the brain being determined by
how the primitive neuronal devices are assembled. Hence, this supposition
amounts to having the program reflect precisely the input-output nature
of each neuron and how they are connected one to another.

The next step in the process of constructing the example is to note
that it won't matter, or anyway can hardly matter from a functionalist
p=pective, if the computer running this program is in fuct outside the
,,?dcoid's body, connected by a two-way radio link to it. The linaJ step
gIVes us the China Brain. Suppose that instead of the program being run
on an external computer made of silicon chips, the entire population of
China ~ enlisted to run the simulation. As the program mimics the way
the braIn operates at the neuronal level, this can be done by assigning each
~hinese citizen the job of just one neuron. They have, let's suppose, the
kind of phones that tell you what number has called you. When certain
numbers, or combinations ofnumbers, ring in, they have to dial specified
other numbers. Each citizen is given a precise set of instructions about
what to do that ensures that what each does exaetlv models what their
assigned neuron does, and the inputs to and outpu~ from their phones
are connected up so as II> run the program. Also, the initial inputs to the
China brain COme from the envirorunent in much the same way as the inputs
to us do, and the final outputs go to the limbs and head of the android
via the radio link in such a way that its actual and COUlltemetuaI beha
viour is much as ours is. Thus, the android will behave in the various
situations that confront it very much as we do, despite the fuct that the
processing of the environmental inputs into linaJ behavioural outputs goes
via a highly organized set of Chinese citizens rather than a brain.

This is certainly not a realistic funtasy. The population of China is not
large enough; the whole process could never take place fast enough; the
citizens would get bored and careless; and anyway the program used
to construct the example does not exist and never will (working at the
neuronal level is ridiculously line-grained). All the same it does seem clearly
intelligible, and if it is intelligible, it is fuir to ask for an answer II> the
question whether the system consisting of the robot plus the population
ofChina in the imagined case has mental states like ours. Many have a strong
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intuition that it does not. If they are right, functionalism of just about
any variety must be false. For the system is functionally very like us. Not
only is it like us in all the functional toles seen as crucial by the common
sense functionalist, it is like us in just about every functional respect.
Functionally, it is us; the diffi:rence lies in the dramatic difference in how
the functional roles are realized, and that diffi:rence counts ror nothing
as fur as mental nature is concerned according to functionalists.

We think, however, that the functionalist can rea
sonably deny the intuition. The source of the intui-

Denying the intuition
tion that the system consisting of robot plus China
brain lacks mental states like ours seems to be the fuct
that it would be so very much bigger than we are. We cannot imagine
'seeing' it as a cohesive parcel of matter. We cannot see, that is to say,
the rorest for the trees. A highly intelligent microbe-sized being moving
through our flesh and blood brains might have the same problem. It
would see a whole mass of widely spaced entities interacting with each
other in a way that made no sense to it, that formed no intelligible over
all pattern from its petspeetive. The philosophers among these tiny beings
might maintain with some vigour that there could be no intelligence
here. All that is happening is an inscrutable sending back and rorth of
simple signals. They would be wrong. We think that the functionalist
can fuirly say that those who deny mentality in the China brain example
are making the same mistake.

Before we leave the China brain example, we
Consciousness

should note two important points about its role in the
literature. First, it is sometimes directed simply to the.
question ofwhether functionalism can account for consciousness. In this
manifestation it is granted that the China brain has belidS and desires
(after all, the robot will move in various ways in response to the environ
ment and thereby make changes to it of just the kind we associate with
purposive, infonned behaviour), but it is insisted that it is absurd to hold
that it fiets anything. We discuss the difficult question of feeling and
consciousness in the next chapter. Our concern in this chapter will be
restricted to challenges for functionalism about mental states like belief
and desire, and mental traits like being intelligent.

Secondly, sometimes the example is given in a
version that omits the robot. But then the population
of China is emnlating, in some purely abstract way,
the program in someone's brain with no obvious right
way to cormect the overall inputs and outputs with the envirorunent.
The case becomes essentially the same as the one we discussed when we
considered the charge of excessive liberalism against certain machine
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versions of functionalism in chapter 5. There we argued that merely
crunching numbers - or more generally inputs and outputs that have no
natural or obvious connection to the environment that our mental states
are about - is mere number (or whatever) crunching. If this is right,
then the China brain example in the version that omits the appropriate
robotic connection to the environment is an example of something that
lacks a mental life, or anyway a mental life at all like ours. But in this
version it is not an objection to functionalisms that include, in one fOna
or another, the right son ofconnection to the environment. These func
tionalisms might be called 'arm's length' functionalisms. Common-sense
functionalism is an ~arm's length' doctrine in this sense.

The Chinese Room

Jobo Searle's Chinese room is one of the most fumousexamples in the
philosophy of mind. We will present a variation on the original example.
We suppose that someone called Tex, who understands English but not
Chinese, is locked in a room that has an in-chute, an out-chute and a
book full ofinstructions in English concerning the manipulation ofChinese
characters. Stories in Chinese acCOmpanied by questions in Chinese about
the stories come in through the in-chute. Tex follows the instructions in'
the book as applied to the stories and the questions, which in due course
tell him which sentences in Chinese to copy onto pieces of paper and
place in the out-ehute. Tex does not understand the stories, the questions
or the sentences he puts in the out-chute. As fur as he is roncerned he
is simply operating with squiggles. He is mechanically fOllowing some rules
in English for manipnlating symbols which are in .-acious ways derived
from the squiggles, and which conclude with his writing down some
more squiggles on the paper that goes into the out-ehute. We can make
the example more up to date (and fucilitate later variations on it that we
will discuss) by supposing the stories and questions in Chinese are typed
into a computer outside the room and appear on its screen. Tex has a
monitor in his room on which what is typed is also displayed in Chinese.
He types in answers to the questions at a separate keyboard in the room,
following the book's instructions religiously. His answers appear both
on his monitor, and on the monitor screen outside the room. We will
conduct the discussion in rentlS of this versiOn of the example.

Searle in etrect points out that the book might well be such that Tex
will consistently deliver Chinese sentences that, to someone who under
stands Chinese, count as sensible, intelligent answers to the questions in
Chinese about the stories in Chinese that Tex receives. What appears on

•
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the screen are good answers in Chinese to questions in Chinese about
stories in Chinese. Nevenheless, it would be quite wrong to infi:r that Tex
understands Chinese. All he is doing is manipulating symbols accotding
to formal rules without any understanding of what the various symbols
stand for or mean.

It is clear that Tex does not understand Chinese, for he does not him
self have the ability to answer the questions. It is Tex together with the
book that has the ability. So the issue that needs to be addressed is whether
the >ystem consisting of Tex plus the book understands Chinese. What
abilities are distinctively associated with understanding a languagd It is
plausible that being able to answer comprehension questions about a range
ofstories is part of what is required, bur is very much less than all that is
required. One thing we need to add is the ability to extemporize, embellisb,
and generally display the inventiveness and flexibility ofa natural~ge
speaker. Ifwe always get hack the same answer - accurate and intelligent
though it may seem - in response to a story together with a question,
we might well start to think that we are interacting with an automaton
rather than a thinker and understander.

We can, though, embellish the original example by
supposing that Tex plus room has all these capacities.
We can suppose that the book Tex is fOllowing does
not always deliver the same answer in Chinese to a
given question in Chinese. The book takes account of whether or not
a question has been asked befOre. It contains instructions in English
concerning what to do when a given sequence ofsquiggles (as Tex thinks
of them) appears on the computer screen that takes into account whether
and how often that sequence of Chinese characters has appeared before.
Obviously, by making Tex's book of instructions sufficiently complex
(it will have to include instructions on how to modiljr the book itself in
response to input, even if only by leaving different pages open), we can
ensure that the answers Tex generates on the screen are exactly those that
would come back from an intelligent Chinese speaker. That is, Tex plus
the room passes what is known as the Turing test: to pass the Turing
test is to respond to questions with all the signs ofintelligence and thought
distinctive of thinkers like us.

But at this point many people's intuition that we are dealing with
something that does not understand Chinese starts to fade. It is still, of
course, true that Tex does not understand Chinese, but an awful lot of
processing is being done by Tex plus the book, and many argue that it
is enough for the system to count as Wlderstanding Chinese.

For our part, though, we think that even after this embellishment, the
system does not understand Chinese. In order to count as understanding
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Chinese, we need, amongst other things, the kinds of abilities distinctive
of understanding what Chinese sentences and their pans stand fOr. The
system does not even understand what the word 'book' stands ror, because
it cannot respond in the appropriate way to a book. It only ever responds
to rententes, not to what they or their pans stand fur.

We can put this point in terms of the distinction between semantics and
syntax. Syntax has to do with questions of grammatical propriety, sentential
structure, whether a word is a verb or a noun, and so on. Semantics has
to do with the interpretations that attach to words and sentences; it relates
to what words and sentences mean. It is in virtue of having a semantics
that words and sentences in a language can serve to make claims about
how things are, ask questions, issue commands and so on. Understand
ing a language is a matter of mastering its semantics. Tex has mastered
the semantics ofEnglish and in filet uses this mastery to follow the book's
instructions. But as fur as Chinese is concerned, allffex has are certain
syntactic abilities. He can match up Chinese characters on a screen with
those in the book and type them into a keyboard, but he has no idea what
they stand for or mean. In this terminology, the question we fu.ce at this
stage is whether, in the embellished example, the system ofTex plus the
book has a grasp of the semantics of Chinese. And our claim is that the
system does not, fur it does not understand what Chinese words stand
for. This is manifested in the fuct that it cannot respond appropriately to
what Chinese words stand for. The system can only respond to words as
they appear on a computer screen, not to what they stand for.

We could, ofcourse, further embellish the example. Imagine a robot which
sends infurmation about the inputs through its eyes and ears and surfu.ces

by radio in digital furm to the Chinese room. Tex is still
inside, and responds to these by writing them down,
sifting through the book, and fullowing its directions
as before. After much (even quicker than before!) cal-
culation, he goes to the console and types a response

which is relayed to the robot. This makes the robot move through and
respond to its environment much as we do. We can suppose that the book
is detailed enough to constitute a program for the mind of a Cantonese
speaking adult woman. Thus, the robot will interact with its environment,
including answering questions, in the very same way she wonld.

But now the intuition that we are dealing with something that does
not understand Chinese has fuded completely, or so it seems to us: It is

still the case that Tex does not understand Chinese,
but there is an entity - call her Lin - that does under
stand Chinese. Lin is composed of the book that con
tains the all-important program, pans of Tex's brain,
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the robot and the radio. Lin, whose robot body is entering Kowloon,
might believe she was entering Kowloon. Tex, in a laboratory in Dallas,
might not even know that Kowloon exists, let alone believe he or anyone

else is entering it. ..
We should say something quickly about a response a Searle-like figure

might make to replies like this. He might think that it depends crucially~
there being a system bigger than Tex that does much of the ~tk. This,
he thinks is what makes it seem plausible that the system IS distInct from
Tex and' can thus understand something that Tex doesn't. He might
ask 'us instead to imagine that Tex memorizes the book, and storeS all
the changing data in his head. We are supposed to think that in this. case
there is no plausible distinctness between Tex and Lin, so If one f.tils to
understand Chinese, so does the other. Tex doesn't understand Chinese,

so nor does Lin.
We do not think that this variation makes an important diflerence. What

we would have here is two entities who share a brain. The idea that dis
tinct individuals might share a brain is not enormously.different from
that which we have grown used to in discussions of multiple personality
disorder There is some difference here; Lin relies on Tex to do the ca1
cUlatio~ that constitute her mental states (so if he gets bored or ill, it's

very bad news for her indeed).
It may seem puzzling that Tex does aU these A computer analogy

ealculations without knowing what it is he is doing.
But in fact something like this is commonplace in
computer science. When one computer does ca1cnlations that em~ate
the behaviour of a different machine, the e~nlated computer is said to
be a virtual machine. You may have seen an Apple Macintosh computet
which has a window which has the look and reel of a machine running
Microsoft Windows. In fu.ct, this is done by the Macintosh operating sys
tem directing that calculations be done at the binary level that emulate
the behaviour of the Intel chip on which Wmdows runs. If you ask the
Macintosh operating system what menus appear in its ~dows~ it will
be able to tell vou. But ifyou ask it what menus appear m the Microsoft
Windows loobIike window that it is supporting by emulating the Intel
chip, it won't be able to tell you. It doesn't have info~arion about that
process at that level ofabstraction. Ifyou interrogate Wmdows, however,
it can tell you about its windows. This is roughly analog?us to asking
Tex about Kowloon directly, and drawing a blank, but gettlIlg an answer

when you interrogate Lin. . .
In sum the Chinese room example starts out as one where both Intw-

tion and ~y plausible functionalism agree that there is no understanding
of Chinese. We can add to the example to get one where plausible versions
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of functionalism will have to say that there is understanding of Chinese
(by the relevant entity, not Tex), but in doing so we tum the example
into one where intuition also says that there is understanding of Chinese.

Blockhead

We noted in chapter 5 that the most popular version
of empirical functionalism is exposed to me charge
of chauvinism. It insists on an excessive degree of
internal similarity to us befure something counts as

having a mind; beings might fail to have minds by virtue of having
internal processors which are better than ours! Would it be right to

take the extra step of holding that all that matters for having a mind is
being such as to ensure the right connexion petween external inputs
and outputs? Something is an amplifier if it is such as to secure the right
relationship between inputs and correspondingly bigger outputs, no
matter how the job is done internaUy. What is done, not how it is done,
is what counts. Should we say the same about the mind? Such a position
can insist on specifying the inputs and outputs in arm's length renns,
as is done in common-sense functionalism, and that what goes on inside
matters to the extent that the job of appropriately mediating between
the environmental inputs and behavioural outputs must be done by what
is inside. But that would be the extent of its constraints. Such a view
might be called input-output or stimuIU&-response functionalism. It
takes on board what is right about behaviourism - that behaviour in
situations is crucial - but remedies at least part of what is wrong with it.
Mental states are internal, causally efficacious states, paee behaviourism,
but internal states that can be characterized fully as far as their psycho
logical nature is concerned in terms of the behaviour that they do and
would typically produce, or do or would produce if linked up in some
natural way to the body. Input-output functionalism can be distinguished
from supervenient behaviourism by the fact that the input-output
functionalist insists that (most) of the states causaUy responsible for
the behavioural profile must be internal. Suppose that Jane's normal
seeming behavioural profile is caused by puppeteers acting at a distance.
The supervenient behaviourist might think she had mental states like ours;
the input-output functionalist would not.

Input-output functionalism is fulse. A now famous example due to
Ned Block shows that the way the job is done does matter. There are
substantial internal constraints on being a thinker. The remainder of
this chapter is concerned with describing his example - the Blockhead
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example - and what is to be learnt from it. We approach the example,
following his lead, via some remarks about chess.

Good chess versus being good at chess

It is possible to play good chess without being any
Copycat chess

good at chess. Do what expert chess players tell you
to do! Your good chess will then be a sign of the
ability to follow instructions and perhaps the ability to identity chess
experts, but not ofability at chess. Alternatively, we can imagine that instead
of turning to the experts for advice you turn to a chart or look-up tree
prepared by experts. Here is how the table could be constructed fur when
you are playing Black. At the beginning of a game there are only finitely
many moves allowed by the rules. The chess experts nominate the best
response to each possible move. We obtain a little table like figure 7.1:
the boxes represent the possible opening moves by White, and the circles
the responses to each nominated by the experts.

Now for each response by you as Black to White's opening move, there
will be only finirely many legal responses by White. So we can extend the
table by asking the experts to nominate their best response to each possible
response by White (figure 7.2). Again, the boxes represent White's possible
moves and the circles the responses to each as nominated by the experts.

It is easy to see that this sort ofdiagram can ;n principle be extended as
long as you like and that anyone who owned such a diagram - perhaps
prepared by Grand Masters over thousands of years - would be able to
play very good chess without necessarily' being any good at chess.

Anyone playing chess with a diagram like this is very vulnerable to changes
in the mles: change one rule, and the diagram can become completely
useless. But we can imagine tree diagrams with various possible rule changes
allowed for at any stage. Each row of boxes would be supplemented
with additional boxes representing the possible moves under various mle

FIgure 7.1 look-up tree for the start; of a chess game. The boxes
represent the possible opening moves by White; the circles the
responses to each nnminated by experts.
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The game of life
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We list all the different possible combinations of pressure, light, gravity
and so on impacting at the surfuee of Jones's body at the lim: moment
of his Iifi:. This would be the first row of the game of Iifi: look-up tree
modelled on Jones. It would correspond to the row of boxes in the chess
tree above. The second row would give the behavioural response that
Jones would make (in a wide sense that includes any relevant peripheral
change1to each possible input. It corresponds to the lim: row ofcircles in
the chess tree. The third row would give all the possible peripheral inputs
fur each of the various behavioural responses, and the fuurth row would
give Jones's behavioural responses to each of these. And so on and so
furth fur the whole of Jones's Iifi:. Ofcourse how long Jones lives depends
in large part on which of the various possible inputs actually come about,
but we may suppose that a f.lil-sare strategy is employed - the look-up
tree covers, say, 150 years' worth ofpossible inputs.

Jones's Blockhead twin is then defined as a creature
that is superficially like Jones but bas inside it a chip Blockhead
on which Jones's game oflifi: look-up tree is inscribed, -------
and this chip controls Jones's Blockhead twin's every
response to the environment. In the same way we can define a Blockhead
twin for each and every one of us. The objection to input-output func
tionalism-can now be stated very simply. It is that (al Jones and Jones's
Blockhead twin behave exactly alike, not only in how they respond to
each and every situation, but in bow they would respond to each and
every possible situation; (b) Jones's Blockhead twin is not a puppet - the
connexion between its inputs and outputs is largely a consequence ofhow
it is, not of how some puppeteer is; and yet (c) though Jones is, we may
suppose, intelligent and has a normal psychology, his Blockhead twin is
no more intelligent than a toaster (as Block puts it) and bas no mental
Iifi: at all. It really is the kind of automaton that dualists (wrongly) hold
that physicalism would reduce us to_

What is particularly interesting about Blockhead
is that it taekles input-output functionalism on its
mvoured ground. Many find input-output function
alism implausible when applied to mental states in
general, but it is at its most appealing applied to intelligence. There is
no special 'reel' associated with intelligence, and it is intelligence that
intuitively connects most closely with behavioural performance: the be
all and end-all ofintelligence does seem to be certain capacities to deliver
answers to problems set by questioners or by the environment. Yet the
clearest intuition about Blockhead is precisely that it completely lacks
intelligence and understanding. Indeed, given the intuitive appeal of
an essentially behavioural approach to intelligence - while insisting, of

We are now ready to describe what has come to be
known as the Blockhead example. -At any point in a
game ofchess, there are only finitely many legal moves

and countermoves. It is this mct that makes the chess look-up tree just
described possible in principle. Likewise, at any point in a creature's life
there are only finitely many discriminably distinct possible inputs and out
puts at its periphery. Indeed, given quantum theory, there are probably ouly
finitely many nomologically possible inputs and outputs; but in any case
we know that there is a limit to how finely we distinguish different impacts
on our surfaces, and to how many different movements and responses
our bodies can make. This means that there could be in principle a 'game
of life' look-up tree written fur anyone of us - fur Jones, say.

changes, and below each box would be the circle representing the best
response fur that move, given that rule change, according to the experts.
This would make an already huge tree even bigger but does not introduce
any new point of ptinciple. In practice, of course, there is an insuperilble
problem with this plan for playing good chess_ At each stage ofa game of
chess there are a large number of legal moves, and fur each ofthese legal
moves there are many legal responses. Writing out the look-up tree would
in consequence involve what is known as a combinatorial explosion. Giving
more than a line or two of the- tree would requii-e more distinct states
than there are particles in the universe.

Figure 7.2 A more exteI1ded Iook-up tree. Again, the boxes
represent moves by White; the circles represent possible responses
by Black as nominated by experts.

Look-up trees for life
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course, that traditional behaviourism was wrong to refuse to see explana
tions in terms of intelligence as genuinely causal ones proceeding by
appeal to internal nature - we should all try and say something sensible
about why Blockhead is not intelligent. It is not enough to say 'It is
furtunate I am not an input--output functionalist', or to say :1 hereby
renounce input-output functionalism'. We all need to say why Blockhead
is not intelligent.

Befure we give our answer to this question, we note what seem to us
to be some wrong turns. You might say that the reason Blockhead is not

intelligent is that everything it does or would'do is
determined in advance. It thus lacks the flexibility that
is part of being intelligent and being rational_ But of
course if determinism is true, everything anyone ever

does is detennined from the very begirming of time. Some have inrerred
from this that determinism is incompatible with intelligence and especially
rational decision making, and have accordingly taken comfurt in the hct
that modem quantum theoty is indeterministic. But this seems to us a
pretty desperate position. It is hard to see how throwing in some random
fluctuations makes what would otherwise be irrational, rational.

You might object that the look-up tree could never be written down
because it requires knowing all the possibilities fur inputs at any given
time and all the outputs that someone - Jones, as we intagined - would
make to each and every inpur, and such knowledge is impossible. But
what matters for the argument is that the story that the look-up tree teUs
exists, not whether we could know it, For each and everyone of us there
is a huge story about what we would do in response to each and every
possible input and sequence of inputs, and so we can make sense of the
idea that the story is written on a chip inside a Blockhead.

You might object that we cannot make sense of the idea that the story
in the form of a huge look-up tree is contained inside Blockhead. The
look-up tree could not exist because it would involve a combinatorial
explosion. As we noted above, the look-up tree for a short game ofchess,
let alone the game of life, would take more particles than there are in
the whole universe. This reply seems to us to misunderstand the role of
thought-expetiments.

The fu.et that Blockhead is practically, and perhaps even nomologically,
impossible seems to us no more to the point than the fu.et that Twin Earth
is practically, and perhaps also nomologicaJly, impossible. The point of a
thought experimenr is to test a conceptual claim, typically a claim about
the relation between two concepts. In the case of Twin Earth, we test
the hypothesis that being watery and being water necessarily go together.
We come up with the answer that they do not necessarily go together by
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making clear sense of the possibility - Twin Earth - where water is not
warery, and what is watery is not water. In the case of Blockhead we test
the hypothesis that being behaviourally exactly alike someone intelligent
is sufficient fur being intelligenr, and come up with the answer that it is
not, by describing a possibility we understand and comprehend (while
realizing that it is in practice quite impossible) - a Blockhead twin of
an intelligent Jones - where what is behaviourally exactly alike someone
intelligent has no intelligence (and indeed no thoughts) at all.

Finally, you might object that though it is missing the point to
complain that the Blockhead example is impossible either in practice or
perhaps even nomologicallY, it is right to be suspicious of intuitions
about cases th"t fu.r removed from what is possible in any but the most
abstract sense. Perhaps, in particular, we should resist the intuition that
Jones's Blockhead twin lacks intelligence. The trouble with'this objection
is that Blockhead is S() like all the cases where we feel that someone lacks
understanding: someone who cannot play chess except by asking an expert
what to do at every stage is someone who does nor understand the game,
and someone who cannot give you the square root of a number other
than by looking up a table of square roots is someone who does not
fully uoderstand what a square root is. The intuition that Blockhead lacks
intelligence is simply a natural extension of what we learn from these
simple and f.uniliar cases. Moreover we can give a reason why Blockhead
lacks understanding and intelligence - a reason thar, we will argue, makes
sense of our strong intuition that Blockhead i. deficienr, and so explains
and justifies the intuition.

Why Blockhead is not a thinker

A message ofmuch recent philosophy has been the importance of caUSJd
connectionsofthe tight kind. You do not count as seeing something unless
your perceptual state is caused by that thing. Part ofwhat justifies think
ing of an object - the chair in front of me or the White House - as a
persisting material thing is the way early states of the object are causally
responsible for later states of it. The identity through time ofa person is
in part a matter of their psychology being causally connected over time.
Likewise, causal connections of the right kind are central to being intel
Iigenr, to rationality and to belief.

It is not irrational per se to believe that the Earth
is flat. It is irrational given what else you believe and

Rationality and
given your history. Rationality is in part a matter of causal histol)'
your beliefS evolving in the right way from your earlier
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beliefS and sensol)' data. We all ought to believe that the Earth is round
(or oblate, to be more precise) because that is tbe right belief to have
caused in us by our pasts. Likewise, being intelligent centrally involves
having trains of thought that evolve in the right way. Later thoughts have
to be caused in the right way by earlier ones. If a brain scien?"t inserts
a probe into your brain that causes the crucial thought that enables you
to announce the proof of Goldbach's Conjecture, this is not a sign of
your intelligence or ·rationality. It is either a fluke or a sign of the intel
ligence of the brain scientist, depending on tbe causal origins ofher action
in inserting the probe. Moreover, it is part of being a belief of a certain
kind that it tends to have certain results. Part ofwhat makes something
the belief that if P then Q, is that combined with the belief that P, it
tends to cause the beliefthat Q. (We enlarge on tbe importance of tend
ing to evolve rationally to being a beliefwhen we discuss the intentional
stance in chapter 9.)

Simple input-output devices exhibit massive causal dependencies
between early and late stages. The state of a sundial or an antplifier or a
carburettor that is responsible ror its capacity to generate the appropri
ate outputs on Monday is typically a major causal Iilctor in its capacity
to do the job on Tuesday. The situation with much more complex struc
tures like human beings is correspondingly more complex. How we
respond to stimuli on Tuesday depends on all sorts of Iilctors in addition
to how we are on Monday, including what has impacted on us between
the two days and what we have thought about in the interim. This is part
ofwhat conters on us the flexibility of response that makes US intelligent.
Nevertheless, causal dependencies between earlier and later thoughts are
crucial. It is just that how we respond in the future depends on a much
more diverse range of Iiletors than simply how we are in the past - what
we have thought about and what has happened to us in the· interim also
enter the equation.

The trouble with devices that work by look-up tree is that they lack
the appropriate causal dependencies. The state that governs the responses

to inputs early on plays the wrong kind of role in
causing the state that governs the responses later on.
This is because, for the most part, the Blockhead is
static. It is mostly written down in advance, and tbe
ouly thing that varies is which node is active:

We will now explain the idea of an active node. We will call the various
sets of pre·recorded possible inputs together with appropriate outputs
nodes. At any given time, a Blockhead can be said to have a certain node
that is active. The active node is the one that will be searched until the
input that has been given to the Blockhead is round, and the pre-recorded
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Figure 7.3 The Blockhead example - a look-up tree that simulates
living an intelligent life. What actually happens lies within the
shaded area.

output produced. Let's suppose that the Blockhead partly represented in
figure 7.3 has node y currently active. So ifwe give it input 1 we will get
output b, and if we give it input 3 we will get output c and so on.

Now thefact that it is node Y that is currently active does indeed depend
on the past nature of the Blockhead. Indeed, it depends on the nature of
node a together with the filet that node a received input 3. But that is tbe
only thing about node y that depends on the nature ofnode a, or indeed
anything else about what has happened to it since its initial creation. Noth
ing about what possible inputs are encoded in node y or what outputs
are recotded against them depends on the histol)' of the Blockhead.

So at the time when a is active, the later state y that will govern the
later responses already exists. The input-output profile of the look-up
tree at any given time - any complete row of squares fOllowed by circles
_ does not generate the profile of any particular node at any later time.
Ifon Monday you make a sundial or Frankenstein makes a person, you
do not need to do anything extra to handle how what you have made
will respond to various inputs on, say, Tuesday. Wbatyoumade on Monday
plus what happens in the meantime does that ror you, and this is crucial
to the way tbe Tuesday responses depend on the Monday ones.

So tbe ouIy causal dependency manifested in the look-up tree is in which
node of the tree's input-output profile at some time the active input and
output are at that time. That does depend, not on the nature ofthe nodes
at earlier times, but on which nodes of those earlier rows were then active,
and what input was received. It is like a recipe tOr roast duck that tells
you at the end to go to another recipe for the sauce. Although what is
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Zombies invade the
physicalist paradise

We are not zombies.

Zombies are possible (from (I) and (2)).

So there is a minimal physical duplicate of
the actual world iliat is mentally different
from ilie actual world, since it contains only
zombies whereas ilie actual world does not
(from (3) and (4».

Physicalism is false, from the definition of
physicalism in chapter L

We can conceive of a world physicallyex
actlv like ours, but which lacks any other
fea;ures ours mayor may not have (I.e. it
is a minimal physical duplicate of ours),
in which ilie people in it lack qualia and
consciousness - they are zombies.

Conceivability is a good guide to possibility.Premise (2).

Premise (3).

Intermediate conclusion (4):

Intermediate conclusion:

Conclusion:

Premise (I).

A final objection to functionalism -- and indeed to any
kind ofphysicalism -- is the so-called zombie objection.
Versions of this objection have been around for at least
forty years, but it has become especially prominent in ..
recent years and calls fur separate treatment.. The rough ~ought IS this:
we can conceive ofa creature physically Just like us, but which lacks iliose
mental experiences that have distinctive 'll:els' like pain and hunger, or
qualia in the philosophers' jargon ('qualia' is a tec~ical tenn fo~ the
phenomenal qualities ofconscious experience, ilie qualil1es iliat make It the
case that iliere is someiliing it is like to have the expenence; ~ee the next
chapter for a more detailed explanation). Let's call th:m zomb~es,fur iliey
walk and talk like real people, but lack qualia or conscIOus expenence. From
this we conclude that it is possible that iliere could be such a crearm:e.
But then there must be something about the actual world oilier than Irs
physical make-up which gives us qualia: fur this possible world we have
imagined is one which has exactly our physical make-up, but lacks qualia.
The thing that it lacks can't be physical, since it is exactly like ilie actu~
world in physical respects. So the thing in the actual world th.at ~akes It
true iliat we have qualia must be non-physical- thus phySIcalism IS false.

Let's be a bit more precise, and lay the argument out:

The Zombie Objectionin the first recipe plays a role in what you do subsequently, ilie content
of the second recipe is, we may suppose, quite independent of ilie con
tent of the first. But thinking is not like that; ilie content of what we
think at a time typically depends in part on the content ofwhat we iliought
at various earlier times in rich and complex ways, and that is crucial for
it to count as thought and as rational thought.

In sum, Blockhead's input-<mtput profile at any given time does not
depend in the right way on irs input-output profiles at earlier times
fut Blockhead to count as a thinker, or even as something displaying
rationality and intelligence. The inpur-output nature of the node that
controls Blockhead's behavioural response at time t is not caused by the
input-output nature of what controls Blockhead's behavioural response
at any earlier time t- n. The overall input-output nature at time tdc;pends
on ilie past states only insofar as it is determined by which pre-existing
node is active. Figure 7.3 helps make ilie point. In the diagram, suppose
that the shaded area represenrs what aetually happens. The point is that
as you progress through the shaded region you are not progressing
through nodes whose nature depends on ilie nature of earlier stares in
ilie shaded region, except in ilie minimal sense in which being active counts
as part of their nature.

Common-sense functionalism and Blockhead
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The argument to the conclusion that Blockhead is not a iliinker rests on
a constraint on belief and intelligence iliat is supposed to be part of fulk
lore. The way belief evolves over time, the importance fur rationality of
belief evolving causally in the righi way, the fact that what is believed
depends on what was believed and what happens to a subject are plaus
ibly common knowledge - implicit or explicit - and part of our ordinary
conception of belief. This means that Blockhead is not an objection to
common-sense functionalism. Blockhead shows iliat input-outpur func
tionalism is false. How things are inside matters fur our mental nature
over and above how our insides manifest themselves in determining our
environmental input-ourput connexions. But Blockhead does not show
that common-sense functionalism is false. Indeed, we could have seen this
straight off. It is intuition iliat delivers the answer that Blockhead has
not a thought in irs head. We clid not describe an experiment that shows
that Blockhead is unintelligent. We fullm"ed Block in supposing that once
the case was described, the answer was intuitively dear - and common
sense functionalism is the version of functionalism most concerned to

honour clear intuitions about the mind.
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Empirical
functionalism and
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The argument is logically valid. So if all its premises are true, then so
is its conclusion. Any physicalist must, therelOre, deny one or more of its
premises. E~y which premise they deny, however, varies according to
the kind of physicalism involved.

Analytic functionalism needs ro deny the first premise. For analytic
functionalism says that it is a matter of the meaning of mental state
terms that you have the relevant mental states whenever you have the
right functional roles being played. And if the relevant functional roles
are played actuaJiy by physical stuff, then those roles will be played in any
minimal physical duplicate of the actual world. Suppose that an analytic
functionalist has worked through her theory of mind, and knows what
roles have to be played for qualia to exist. She ought not be able to con
ceive ofzombies. It is a priori that zombies are impossible. For knowledge
of the roles, together with knowledge that a physical set up which plays
them exists, logically entails that qualia exist. To conceive ofzombies is to
conceive of things that have what is sufficient lOr qualia (having the right
roles played), and yet lack qualia. And this is to conceive of a straight
forward contradiction. In some good sense of conceive, one cannot
conceive of the a priori impossible.

This is a real problem for analytic functionalism, for it seems that we
really can conceive ofzombies - and yet the analytic functionalist says they

are ruled out by our grasp of the meaning of mental
state terms. It is intuitively fine to think it might be
true that zombies are impossible, but perhaps only if
this is a substantial fact that does not simply full out
ofthe meaning ofmental state terms. Many think that
if zombies are impossible it does not seem to be a

merely semantic faer, but rather a metaphysical one. There are, however,
things that analytic functionalism might do to sweeten the pill. Sometimes
we think we can conceive ofsomething that is impossible. Perhaps you were
asked once, in maths class, to find out at what point a parabola crossed the
yaxis. You took very seriously that it was at y= I and y= 2. You not only
conceived of that possibility, but you thought it actually true. But after
some calculation you lOund, no, it was at y =2 and y =3. But of course,
once we define a parabola by a quadratic equation, it is a logical necessity
that it intersects the y axis (or not) where it does. Your original concep
tion was incoherent: it was a logical impossibility. Yet you had it none the
less. Exacrly what to say about this case is controversial. Everyone agrees,
however.,. that there is some important distinction between what you can
;deaiIJ conceive - that is, when all the logical and semantic truths are
before your mind and you are rational - and whatever is happening when
you 'conceive' of the roots of a quadratic equation being different from
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what they, of necessity, are. The disagreements are about what is going o.n
in the unideal case and we can set that aside. For perhaps the analync
functionalist should say that they doubt that we can ideally conceive of
zombies. Ifall the fuets about the functional roles were belOre your mind,
and you could see how the physical stares must play tho,,: roles, you c?u1~
not conceive of zombies. Our apparent ability to conceIve of zombIes IS
on a par with imagining that mathematical truths are fuIse.

This is a powerful reply, and one of the authors is very attra~ted by
it. However, it remains a little mysterious how all the extra clanty and
ideal rationality are supposed to do their work. Certainly ifit 101l0ws from
the meaning of mental state terms that zombies are impo~sible~ then we
ideally can't conceive ofthem. But one might take a strong mtwnop about
their conceivability to be evidence that we have got the theory of the
meaning ofmental state terms wrong. So lOr the replY to work, the exn:a
clarity that we have ideally will need to make it dearer that the anaIync
functionalist theory of mental state terms is right - which is a punt the
analytic functionalist must take. In addition it is hard to imagine exactly
what form this extra clarity would take. We. sort of know what the extra
clarity would come from in the mathematical case, but what the analogue

is in the qualia case is harder to see.
At first glance, empirical functionalism appears to

be in a better position ro address the zombie chal
lenge. For here the discovery that qualia are physiCal
is in some sense a pgsteriori. So, the thought runs, we
might be able to conceive of zombies, lOr it is not a
priori that they are impossible. They :ire i~possible. none .the less, but
this is an a posteriori impossibility of the kind we discuss In chapter 4.
Thus the empirical functionalist might try to deny the second ~reffilse of
the zombie argume,!t. For they think we can concel~e of ~e.lmposs.~le
_ even ideallv conceive of the impossible. Thus concelVab.lity IS no gu.de

to impossibiiity, and the zombie argument fails.. ..
We think, however, that this tempting reply fuils. It fuils because It Ignores

some subtle distinctions within empirical functionalism. On one kind of
empirical functionalism the view is coherent but the replY does not work.
On another kind, the reply seems to work - but the coherence of the

empirical functionalism itself is problematic.
Many of the versions of functionalism that we iden- Reference-fixing

tifY in the table at the end ofchapter 5 use something
_ perhaps the folk roles - to pick out some mental . .
natures and then rigidify on the internal features of those ennnes. Now
it is im~ossible that something be a physical duplicate of that internal nature
without possessing that internal nature, on the assumption that the internal
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nature we discover is physical. So suppose that whatever it is that we use
to reference-fix, reference fixes on some human brains. When we do some
empirical work on brains we discover Neural Feature X playing the qualia
role, and we conclude that .. posteriori we have discovered that qualia
are instances of Neural Feature X. If we rigidifY (see chapter 4 if this is
opaque to you) we will in addition conclude that qualia are necessarily
neural feature X, Thus it is impossible to possess neural feature, X with
out possessing qualia. Thus wmbies are impossible - for by definition
they lack qualia, but in virtue of being physical duplicates of us they
possess neural feature X, which means they do possess qualia. So on these
versions of functionalism zombies are impossible, but it would appear
to be .. posteriori that they'are impossible. It appears not to be a con
ceptual truth, so the mere conceivability ofwmbies poses no threat. After
aU it was conceivable that many .. posteriori necessities (such as water's
being H 20) were talse,

But the empirical functionalist cannot rest too easily. Remember that
on many of these views the folk roles were used to referenct-fix on the
samples whose internal nature was discovered. Grant to the empirical
functionalist: that 'qua!ia' is a term that refers to the thing that aaually
plays those roles - neural feature X. We still need a term ror the thing
we knew about before we knew any neuroscience, and that enabled us
to reference-fix. Let us use 'qualic' to mean having the folk roles played.
Before we knew neuroscience, we did not know that neural feature X was
in us, but we knew that we were qualic, and (let us further suppose) we
knew that qualia were the actual qualic things,

Now it is surely conceivable that there are possible physical duplicates
that fail to be qualic (incidentally, if you think that being qualic just is
having qualia, then you agree with us that empirical functionalism is a
bad idea). Call them R-zombies. But if being qualic is just a matter of
playing the fulk roles, then it follows as a matter of the meaning of
'qualic' that nothing could be physicaUy just like us and fail to be qualic.
But this clashes with the intuition that there can be R-zombies - beings
that are physicaUy just like us but lack the feature that we used to
identity nenral state X. In a nutshell, while the empirical functioualist can
accept a zombie intuition with respect to the features they call 4qualia'"
the problem arises again at the level of the reference-fixing descriptions.
For them, R-wmbies must be inconceivable, even though they seem
perfectly conceivable.

You may recall that some versions ofempirical functionalism about qualia
deny that the folk roles have any job to do. They take it that we brurally
discover the empirical nature of qualia. These versions seem doomed to
run into one of two major problems. If they say what it is that we use
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alitative nature then a zombie objection
to decide which things hav.e a qu .' I fu tio~a1ism with the folk roles
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in" our search for the empirical nature of q~la. . '
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But there IS a weakening th .ng ofour mental state terms,
aU that is .. priori, and follows from .e ~:onalism is true. Perhaps the
is that if dualism is false then analyoc b ping the meaning of our
analytiC truth - the thing thknat w~ graspp'~c~how the world is - could
mental state termS but not owmg em

be something like:

if there are dualistic states then
aI ld the qualia are the dualistic states; and all and only
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Mental states
and 'feels'
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ANNOTATED READING

The Chinese nation example is presented in Ned Block, 'Troubles with Function.
alism'. John Searle's Chinese room case has been very widely discussed (at times,
"ith some heat). Perhaps the best place to start is John Searle, 'Minds, Brains,
and Programs'. A more informal presentation, comhined with replies tn the many
objections that have been raised, is his 'Is the Brain's Mind a Computer Program?'
Among the many replies he considers are those he christens the systems reply
and the robot reply. The systems reply is the first one we expounded. The reply
we eventually settled on is a combination ofthe systems and robot replies. A good
recent discussion is in chaprer 6 of Jack Copeland, Artificisl Intelligence. The
classic source fur Blockhead is Ned Block, 'Psychologism and Beha,iourism'. Keith
Campbell's &n/.y "nd Mind provides a straightfOrward description of the zombie
argument (he uses imitation men instead ofwmbies). The term 'wmbie' in this
context may have come via Robert Kirk, 'Zombies VCI'SUS Materialists'. Recent
interest in the zombie objection has been stimulated by David Chalmers, The
Conscious Mind. A fuller version of the reply we give in the final secrion can be
found in David Braddon·Mitchell, 'Qualia and Analytic Conditionals', and for a
similar approach see John Hawthorne, 'Advice for Physicalists'.

PHENOMENAL QUALITIES AND
CONSCIOUSNESS

An itch reels rlilferent from an ache. A stabbing pain
reels different from a burning one. But the belief that
two is the smallest prime does not feel diffi:rent from
the belief that the Earth is oblate. BeliefS don't have
'feels'. Again, seeing something that looks red is a different experience
from seeing something that looks green, but hoping that the drought
will break is not a diffi:rent experience from hoping that the cheque will
not bounce. Hoping is not an experience, though it is sometimes associ
ated mth various experiences - ofreliefwhen the cheque does not bounce,
of joy when the rain arrives. In what has become a common way ofputting
the rlistinction, we rlistingnish those psychological stateS fur which there
is mmething it is.like to be in them from those for which the notion seems
to make no sense.

Bodily sensations and perceptual experiences are prime examples of
states for which there is something it is like to be in them. They have
a phenomenal feel, a phenomenology, or, in a tenu. sometimes used in
psychology, are raw reels. Cognitive states are prime examples of states
fur which there is "ot something it is like; to be in them, of states
that lack a phenomenology. These terms - 'phenomenal reel', 'having a
phenomenology', 'there being something it is like to be in them', 'raw
feels' - are not exactly transparent. They are ways of getting you to
identifY the rlistinction we have in mind on the presumption that you are
already familiar mth it. If you are not already fumiliar from your own
mental life mth the distinction between mental states that have a rlis·
tinctive feel and those that do not, no words of ours will help you grasp
it. Our words are not intended to inform you of a rlistinction you were
previously ignorant of, but to identifY for you the rlistinction this chap
ter is concerned with.

There is debate about which states full into which category. What
about desires and emotions? Desires, particularlY desires fur food and sex,
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